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Helley’s 1st and 2nd theorems for trace class-valued distributions are 
established. Using these theorems the concept of spectrum for an infinite 
dimensional nonstationary stochastic process is introduced, and a law of large 
numbers for processes which admit a spectrum is obtained. 
1. INTR~DUOTION 
The notion of spectrum and the law of large numbers for univariate 
weakly stationary stochastic processes is well known [I, p. 4891. For univariate 
nonstationary stochastic processes Nagabhushanam and Bhargavan [4, 51 
introduced the concept of spectrum and then proved a mean ergodic theorem 
for such processes. In [6, 71 the basic work needed for investigating infinite- 
dimensional processes is studied. In this paper we use the work of [6, 71 to 
extend the results of [4, 51, concerning the spectrum and a law of large 
numbers, to infinite-dimensional nonstationary stochastic processes. As 
usual, Is will stand for the Hilbert space of square summable complex- 
valued sequences. tr, * and 1 IE will denote trace, adjoint and Hilbert 
Schmidt norm, respectively. 
2. SPECTRUM OF A NONSTATIONARY STOCHASTIC PROCESS 
Let (Q, 3?, P) be a probability space. Let for each integer n, X, = (x,,~)& 
be an infinite-dimensional random variable on 9. We will assume that 
Exf = 0 for each n and i. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We say that the stochastic process (X,Jg, is of 2nd 
order if for each n, 
$ E I xni I2 -=c ~0. 
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Throughout this paper we will assume that processes we are dealing with 
are of 2nd order with mean equal to zero. 
DEFINITION 2.2. For each pair of integers m and n we introduce the 
covariance operator p(m, n) defined by 
f(W 4 = wLxn*) 
= [E(xm%nj)], l<i,j<co. 
(2.3) 
We also define the matrix uN(A) by 
Q4v = & (m + 4 ,t=, fh 4 + ;’ ( 
I 
i: 
Wh.?kl 
fh 4 e-liAe;he’k”) 1 3 
?l--m=O a--m=k 
(2.4) 
where the prime over Z indicates that the value zero is omitted from the 
summation. k runs from --N + 1 to N + 1 except zero. 
LEMMA 2.5. For each N, the function u, is a nonnegative definite, non- 
decreasing trace class operator on 1, into 1, in [-x, z-1, vanishing at -r. 
Proof. It is clear that uN(--r) = 0. For --r < A, < ha < V, we have 
n-m=k 
and that 
(2.7) 
= & (A, - A,) 
7T&,n=1 
p(m, n) + AC’ ( 
k m,n=1 
p(m, n) e-ikhzw~ke--iiil) . 
n--m=0 n-m=k 
1 Throughout this paper, integrals are defined componentwise. 
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By (2.6) and (2.7) it follows that aN is a nonnegative definite, nondecreasing 
trace class operator on I, into I, . Moreover, 
LEMMA 2.9. If we define p,,,(k) by 
-N+l<k,<N-1 
0, otherwise, 
then 
n pN(k) = 
s 
eikA du,(h). 
-77 
Proof. We compute rlr eikn da,(h). 
s li eikA da,(h) = --D 
ph n) cipA dh 
I n-m=p 
= & ,g=, p(m, n) = PN@)+ 
n-m=k 
In the following we will need to make use of Helley’s 1st and 2nd theorems 
for operator-valued trace class distributions. We will state these theorems 
along with the uniqueness theorems between a trace class operator-valued 
distribution and its Fourier transform function. But first we make the 
following definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.10. A function F defined on [-Z-, ZT] is said to be a trace 
class distribution if, for each h E [-T, ?T], F(X) is a nonnegative definite, 
nondecreasing, trace class operator on 1, into l2 . 
DEFINITION 2.11. Let (Fn)Evl be a sequence of trace class distribution 
and F be also a trace class distribution. We say that F, converges weakly to F 
and write F, --PF if each component of F, converges weakly, in the usual 
sense [3, p. 1781, to the corresponding component of F. 
Fzk ; Fi’ (2.14) 
Define the matrix-valued function F(X) by 
F(X) = [F”j(A)], l<i,j<co. (2.15) 
We will show that F is a trace class distribution on [-n, 71. By Fatou’s 
[2, p. 10931 we have lemma and 
; 
and hence 
1 Fi’(X)l” < lirnjzf c 1 F:\(X)/’ < linm_imnf(trF,k)2 < L2, 
iA k 
,F(&= 1; lFiV)12r2 <L < co. (2.16) 
By (2.16) it follows that F is a (bounded) Hilbert Schmidt operator on 1, into 
1, . Since each Fm, is nonnegative definite from (2.14) it follows that 
(F(A) en ,e,) > 0, (2.17) 
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THEOREM 2.12 (Helley’s 1st theorem). Let (Fn)zzl be a sequence of trace 
class distribution such that fey all n 
trF,(X) <L < co. 
Then there exists a subsequence (nk);z=l and there exists a trace class distribution F 
such that 
F ,,$F. 
Proof. Letl7: -rr = A, < A, < A, < ... < A,-, < An = 7r be a partition 
of [-a, ~1. Then by [2, p. 10931 we have 
k k 
(2.13) 
f c tr F&Q - tr F,(&-,) < 2L. 
k 
From (2.13) it follows that each Fy (ij-th component of F,) is a function of 
bounded variations. If for each n we order Fz with respect to ij, then from 
(2.13) and Helley’s 1st theorem for scalar-valued distributions [3, p. 1791 it 
follows that there exists a subsequence (nk)ll and a scalar-valued distribution 
(possibly complex-valued) Fij such that 
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X E continuity set of tr F, where (e&‘==, denotes the standard sequence of 
orthonormal basis in Is . Since F is a bounded operator on l2 and since 
(e&r is dense in 1, it follows from (2.17) that (Fx, x) 2 0 for each x E 1, . 
Therefore, F is nonnegative definite. Again by Fatou’s lemma we get that 
trF(/\) = f Fii(X) < lip+$f f F$Jh) <L < co. 
i=l Ic i=l 
(2.18) 
It follows from (2.18) that F is also of trace class. 
Finally since Fnk(h,) -F&II) > 0. Then by (2.14) we have 
F&J - F(h) 3 0; (2.19) 
h, < h, are in continuity set of tr F. By a standard argument it follows that 
(2.19) holds for any pair of points /\I < h, in [-‘rr, 1~1. 
The proof of th e o f 11 owing theorem is immediate from [3, p. 1801. 
THEOREM 2.20 (Helley’s 2nd theorem). Let (F,)ECI be a sequence of trace 
class distributions and F be also a trace class distribution. Suppose that F,, -tw F. 
Then for any pair of a < b for which F,,(a) -+ F(a) and F,(b) -+ F(b) and any 
bounded continuous complex-valued function f we have 
j” f (4 dF,zN -+ j f (4 dF(4, 
a 
where the convergence is taken componentwise. 
The following theorem is the analog of the classical uniqueness theorem 
[I, p. 4951 and is stated here for trace class distributions. 
THEOREM 2.21 (uniqueness theorem). Let F be a trace class distribution on 
[-n, rr]. Then the relation between F and its Fourier transform 
is unique. 
q(k) = /I, eikA dF(h) 
THEOREM 2.22. Let p,(k) be as in Lemma 2.9 and uN(h) be deJined by (2.4). 
If lim,,, pN(h) exists (in trace norm), then there exists a subsequence (IV& 
such that lim,,, uN,(X) exists (componentwise), and defines a nonnegative definite 
trace class distribution o on [-rr, rr], vanishing at -rr. 
Proof. We note that for all IV, uN(-X) = 0. By Lemma 2.5, ~+,(a) is a 
nonnegative definite trace class distribution defined on [-rr, n]. Since 
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and since lim,, ~~(0) exists in trace norm we conclude that for all N 
tr uN(h) <L < 03, h E [--7r, 71.1. (2.23) 
By Theorem 2.12 and (2.23) there exists a subsequence Nj and a trace class 
distribution u such that IJ,,,. -G u. 3 
DEFINITION 2.24. The trace class distribution o, when it exists, will be 
called the spectral distribution of the corresponding stochastic process. 
With the assumption of Theorem 2.22 we have 
THEOREM 2.25. Let uN and pN be as in (2.4) and Lemma 2.9, respectively, 
and p(k) = lim,, pN(k) exist (in trace norm). Then 
,,(k) = 11, @A da(h), k = 0, f 1, III%.-., 
where p(k) is the limit of pN(k). 
Proof. uN(-r) = 0 and uN(r) = fN(0), which converge by our assump- 
tion. Now we use Theorems 2.20 and 2.22 to complete the proof. 
THEOREM 2.26. Let u,,, be defined by (2.4) and p,(k) be as in Lemma 2.9. Let 
p(k) = lim,, pN(k) exists (in trace norm). Then 
(a) There exists a subsequence (iV,)~Cl and a trace class distribution u such 
that 
w 
uNj-u 
(b) we have 
p(k) = /IV eikA do(h). 
(c) Every weakly convergent subsequence of (uN)gGl tends weakly to the 
same limit u. 
Cd) UN -+W u. 
Proof. Parts (a) and (b) h ave been proved in Theorems 2.22 and 2.25, 
part (c) follows from the uniqueness Theorem 2.21, and (d) follows 
trivially. 
DEFINITION 2.27. In view of the relation 
uN(h2) - uN(hl) = & j:: E 1 f e’“^x, 1’ d& 
p=1 E 
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we may call 
D(h) = ,hffym &E 1 2 &PAX 21 I2 . (2.28) 
3 P=l E 
when it exists, as the spectral density of the stochastic process (X,)z=r at X 
analogous to the terminology for the stationary case. When 
I& du,(h)/dh = dqil& o,(A)/dh 
we have 
D(h) = du(h)/dh. 
3. A MEAN ERGODIC THEOREM 
In this section a mean ergodic theorem is proved for an infinite-dimensional 
nonstationary stochastic process, the continuity of the spectrum at the origin 
being a sufficient condition. This result is a generalization of the wellknown 
mean ergodic theorem proved in [I, p. 4891 and provides an extension to 
infinite-dimensional nonstationary stochastic processes of the result given 
in [5]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (X,)z=, b e a 2nd order, infinite-dimensional stochastic 
process with mean zero, which admits a spectral distribution o {cf. Theorem 2.22 
and Dejkition 2.24). If tr u is continuous at 0, then (l/N) Cz==, X, converges, in 
trace norm, to zero a.e. 
Proof. Following the proof of [5, p. 4231, by Lemma 2.9 we have 
= ; k=z+l f’d’) 
= k k=x+l 11, eikAu duN(X) 
1 77 
- s Iv --n 
e-i(N-l’A(l + eiA + . . . + e1(2N-2)h) &()L) 
1 n 
s 
e--i(N-l)A 
=- ( 
1 _ ei(2N-1)A 
N --?i (i - eiA) 
) dud4 
< s “, &h’@> %O) = IN 9 say, 
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when 
g(A)y$;::~. 
If lim,,, IN = 0, the theorem is proved. Denoting by 
integrals 
4, , IsN , IaN the 
s j, j& d4 bv(4 
respectively, we have 
IN = IIN + I&v + ISN * 
Then by the proof of Theorem 2.22, tr a,(~-) <L, L being a fixed constant. 
Hence for a fixed E > 0; IIN and IaN tends to zero as N tends to infinity. But 
Let E be chosen such that E and --E are both points of continuity of a. Since 
by Theorem 2.22 the sequence Us, -+w cr we have that 
$2 Igj$ < 2(0(E) - u(-•)). 
Since tr u is continuous at zero we have the result. 
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